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PREFACE
This report is submitted to the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration's Langley Research Center (NASA-LRC), Langley AFB, Virginia.
It has been prepared under Contract No. NAS1-6702 and describes the results
of a detailed assessment of the use of a resistojet control system for the
.MORL.
The study results are documented in five volumes:
DAC-58130	 I Summary
DAC-58131	 II Resistojet Control System Analysis
DAC-58132	 III Biowaste Utilization
DAC-58133
	
IV Ground and Flight Test Plan
DAC-58134	 V resistojet Design and Development
Volume I is a summary report in which the significant results are pre-
sented. Volume II contains a detailed definition of the selected resistojet
control system, the recommended orbit injection system, the supporting
system analyses and integration, and comparative evaluation data. Vol-
ume III preserts the biowaste utilization analysis. Volume IV details the
ground and flight test program for a resistojet control system. Volume V
presents the results of the resistojet design and development program. Life
test data are provided in this separately bound addendum to Volume V.
Requests for further information concerning this report will be welcomed
by the following Douglas representative:
•	 Mr. J. M. Tschi.rgi, Director, Advance Space and Launch Systems
Huntington Beach,, California
Telephone: 714-897-0311, Extension 2994
iii.
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ABSTRACT
Six- 10 mlbf resistojet thrustors using the high-temperature (24000K)
rhenium technology have successfully undergone an initial 720-hour life test;
Four units were tested on am:rionia (NIi3) and two on hydrogen (H2) at pro-
gressively increasing wall temperature from - 1800 to 24000K.
The ammonia thrusters achieved a measured specific impulse of 320 sec.
It is estimated that the measured value of 320 sec corresponds to at least
360 sec in space. An unknown cell-pressure effect, particular to the resisto-
jet low Reynolds number nozzle, is believed to have caused the lower meas-
ured value.
The units operating on hydrogen did not achieve the specific impulse
objective of 720 sec (on a measured basis) but did operate at the same wall
temperature as the ammonia units. A measured specific impulse of 550 sec
was achieved on hydrogen. It is believed that this measured value corresponds
to at least 660 sec in space (for the reasons stated above).
Extended-duration life testing is in process under Comract No. NASI-8090
to fully evaluate these thrustors.
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,FOREWORD
Units, abbreviations, and prefixes used in this report correspond to the
International System of Units (SI) as prescribed by the Eleventh General Con-
ference on Weights and Measures and presented in NASA, Report SP-7012,
The basic units for length, mass, and time are meter, kilogram, and seco ,
respectively. Throughout the report, the English equivalent (foot, pound,
and second) are presented far convenience,
The SI units, abbreviations, and prefixes most frequently used in this
report are summarized below;
Basic Units
Length
Mass
Time
Electric current
Temperature
Plane angle
Area
Volume
Frequency
Density
Velocity
Angular velocity
Acceleration
Angular acceleration
Force
Pressure
Dynamic viscosity
square meter
cubic meter
hertz
kilogram per cubic
meter
meter per second
radian per second
meter per second
squared
radian per second
squared
newton
newton per sq meter
newton-second per
sq meter
m2
M3
Hz
kg/m3
m/s
rad is
m/s?-
rad/s2
N
N/m2
N-s/m2
($-1)
(kg-m/s2)
xiii
S*f
Work., energy, quantity
of heat joule J (N-m)
Power watt W (J/s)
Electric cha rge coulomb C (A- s)
Voltage, potential
difference,	 electro-
motive force volt V (W/A)
Electric field strength volt per meter V/m
Electric resistance ohm 0 (V/A)
Electric capacitance fa rad F (A-s / V)
Magnet flux weber Wb (V-s)
Inductance henry H (V-s/A
Magnetic flux density tesla T !Wb/mz)
Magnetic field strength ampere per meter A/m
Magnetomotive force ampere A
'refixes
Factor by
which unit
is multiplied prefix Symbol
10 6 mega M
10 3 kilo k
10- 2 centi c
10- 3 milli m
10- 6 micro µ
r	 ;
a
1
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DEFINITION OF' A RESISTOJET CONTROL SYSTEM VOR
THE MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
FINAL, REPORT
VOLUME V ADDENDUM--720-HOUR RESISTOJET !,IF'E TEST
By R. J. Page and R. A. Short
INTRODUCTION
This report, an addendum to Volume V (CR-66604), describes a 720-hour
(30-day) life test on six 10-n-ilb resistojets (Model II), two operating on
hydrogen (1-1 2 ) and four on ammonia (NH3). This work was performed by
the Marquardt Corporation under subcontract to the Douglas Aircraft Company,
a component of the McDonnell. Douglas Corporation. The reader is referred
to Volume V (ref. 1) of this series for the description of the design and fab-
rication techniques of the life test thrustors.
The purposes of the life test were to (1) deteri-riine the life and life-
governing mechanism of these thrustors as the measured specific impulse
(Isp) was progressively increased from 650 to 720 sec for H 2 and 280 to
320 sec for NH3, (i,) discover any effects of thermal cycling (one half-hour
on--one half-hour off), (3) measure any performance chango. with time,
(4) determine any differences in thrustor life resulting from the use of NH3
and H2 propellants (at the same chamber temperature and pressure).
All the thrustors were; operational at the end of the 720-hour period. The
life test was not of sufficient duravi6n to evaluate thrustor life, its governing
mechanisms, the effects of cycling, or significant performance changes. The
tests were extended one order of magnitude in duration (tinder Contract
No. NASI-8090 from the NASA Langley Research Center) and are currently
in process. The ultimate answers to these questions await the conclusion of
that program.
LIFE-TEST THRUSTOR FABRICATION
The fabrication process used was exactly that described in ref, 1. Figs. I
through 3b describe the Model II (10-m1b) re-sistojet; a life-test thrustor
prior to the installation of thermal insulation; and two views of the six com-
pleted thrustors as fabricated, mounted, and ready for installation on the
thrust dynamometer.
All parts and components of the life thrustors were inspected before the
endurance test. (The data on the inner element assembly of thrustor S-5
were not taken. Since the completed assembly was taken from development
parts, such measurements were no longer possible. ) The specific pretest
description of the salient physical and mechanical characteristics follows.
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Dimensions
A tabulation of important dimensions of the thrustor is given in table 1;
reference values are provided for comparison. All other dimensions were
to blueprint values or insignificantly different from them.
The nozzle-throat: diameter measurements were made by pi- ecision pin
gages. Any small lack of roundness of these sections, however, shows up as
a larger effective flaw area. (See the section on cold-flow check. ) Future
production quality control should rely on cold-flow checks or optical com-
parator measurements of the nozzle (Part No. 6 on fig. 1) prior to assembly.
Diamond grinding of the throat should be considered for precise sizing.
In the future, the bellows (Part No. 20) should be checked by the direct
measurement of its ''extension'' under design pressure. This would also
confirm the measurement of the spring constant itself.
Masses
All elements of the thrustor were individually weighed prior to assembly.
The only purpose of weighing them on an individual basis was to verify con-
sistency of the set of dimensional measurements, Post-test comparisons
must be on a dimensional basis (after any sectioning) as the parts are per-
manently welded together by the electron-beam process. Table 2 compares
these weighings with those calculated from the drawings considering a theo-
retical density of 21. 02 g/cm 3 for the rhenium parts. The key rhenium
parts were considered reasonably uniform in mass, particularly when the
small wall thickness of the parts was considered. The inner elements
(Part No. 4) averaged 0. 2945 g with a maximum 3. 7% deviation. The total
thrustor reference mass, including its propellant tube (Part No. 18) is
272.6 g (0. 60 lbm).
Metallurgical ,Examination
Cutoffs of the parts used in the construction of the life-test thrustors
have been carefully identified and saved so as to be compared with any post-
metallurgical inspection. Similarly, spare parts and representative braze
pints have been set aside.
One preexamination was done to solve a fabrication difficulty not experi-
enced on the development thrustors. This involved cracking the inner ele-
ment (Part No. 4) tube ends when they were swaged to match the nozzle inside
diameter (i. d. ) preparatory to electron-beam welding. The need for swaging
was caused by the tube i. d. being 0. 031 in. instead of the print 0. 030 in.
Since parts had been successfully swaged before, the cause was investigated.
Figure 4 shows the photomacrograph of a cross section (one hundred
times size) of the inner heating element (Part No. 4) as received. Note the
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404 are . a
columnar grain structure typical of the vapor deposition process. These
elements were foi.nd to have been made using 11^^F16 gas rather than the
ReC15 used earlier. The microhardness (Knoop) using a 100-g load was
400 to 410 which "converts'' to a 35. 0 to 36. 0 Rockwell- C; hardness. Suc-
cessful swaging of Rel"16 elements required annealing in a vacuum furnace
for 1 hr at 1650oC.
Since no failures occurred and the life. tests have been extended, no post-
test meta.11ographic examination has been performed. Metallographic
comparisons will be provided upon completion of the extended-duration test.
Leak Checks
A Veeco heliuLn leak detector (Model MS-9, a mass spectrometer) was
used to verify the integrity of each thrustor joint during assembly and as a
completed thrustor. No leakage was detected in the cornpieted assemblies.
These tests will. be repeated for each thrustor at test completion to assist
in determining any degradation of braze joints and welds and any porosity of
materials.
The lif%,e -test facility propella.,t system, including thrusters, was leak
checked by the method of pressure decay with time in a known volurne. The
total leakage found was less then 0. 1 % of design mass flow.
Flow Checks
The cold-flow check of the assembled thrustor was made to determine
the effective size of the nozzle throat and, hence, thrust level at design
pressure. The resultant specific impulse serves as a check on the overall
t,Prustor integrity.
Table 3 compares the geometric throat diameter (pin gage r'neasurement),
cold-flow rate (H2 at two supply pressures), specific impulse, and cold-
terminal resistance of the Design Verification Test (DVT) thrustor (B-2), and
the life-test thrustors.
These data support the recommendation that the nozzle (Part No. 6) be
cold-flow checked and/or optically rz.?asured to establish the actual throat
measurement.
Electr ical Checks
The terminal resistances of all units were measured (table 3) under a
light electrical load of approximately 1 W. The average was 0. 0347 ohms,
the maximum variation from average was +5%. Table 1 shows the dimensions
which influence resistance and require close quality control.
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INSTRUMEN rIATION AND EQUIPMENT
Life Test Facility
Table 4 lists the instruments used in the 720 hour-test along with their
ranges and accuracies. A Photograph of the life-test facility at the Marquardt
Corporation, Van Nuys, and the system schematic are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
The cycling of the thrustors is automatic. The operating point of each
thrustor is set by fixed values of terminal voltage and propellant supply pres-
sure as selected for the MORL studies. A current limiter is provided but
dons not control at the operating point. A time-cycle controller (Switchmaster
Model 300-72- 12) alternately selects one of two sets of thrustors for a half-
hour operation each. Each set consists of one H2 an(! two NH3 thrustors.
The controller has cam-actuated microswitches for energizing relays and
solenoids.
The H2 thrustors alternately share a So renson DCR- 20- 125A power
supply and propellant supply and metering system. For example, the S- 1
thrustor is started as follows. The timer selects S- 1 first by actuating relay
R 7 and then propellant solenoid V 1 , As propellant pressure increases, thepressure switch is actuated, which in turn energizes R 1 . The shut down
starts with interruption of power by R 7, followed by de-energizing solenoid
V 1 by two separate timer cams. Manual--override select switches are pro-
vided to allow for single engine calibration.
The two NH3 systems are identical to the H 2 system described above.
In the event of cell pressure exceeding 500 4 m Hg (such as by vacuum
system power interruption), the Magnevac-gage pressure switch initiates
complete system shut down,
Measurement Methods
The instrument range and nominal accuracy are called out in .ble 4 for
the measurements described below.
Thrusts. -- The thrusts of the 10-mlbf resistojets were measured by a
sensitive floatation-type dynamometer with a linear-variable-differential-
transformer displacement transducer. The dynamometer is completely
described in ref. 2. The output of the transducer was demodulated and meas-
ured with a precision potentiometer - recorder. The six thrustors, mounted
15
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TABL
INSTRUMENTAT
Measurement	 I	 Instrument
1. Thrust
2. Propellant flow, low range (H2)
3. Propellant flow, high range (H2)
4. Propellant flow, low range ('L4!1 3)
Thrust systems Model 128 dynamomet
Robinson-Halpern 70 - 3101 LVDT and
201B exciter demodulator
Honeywell Electronic 15 potentiometer
Brooks Model 1110 rotameter
Brooks Model 1110 rotameter
Brooks Model 1110 rotameter
5. Propellant flow, high range (NH 3 )	 Brooks Model 1110 rotameter
6. Thrustor voltage	 Kintel digital voltmeter
7. Thrustor current	 Kintel digital voltmeter
8. Thrustor supply pressure, H2	 Heise pressure gauges
9. Thrustor supply pressure, NH3	 Heise pressure gauges
10. Propellant temperature
11 Test chamber pressure
12. Thrustor temperatures
1 
13. Element temperature
United Systems Digitec digital thermor
CVC Magnevac gauge
Honeywell Electronic 15 multipoint pot
and chromel-alumel thermocouples
Photomatic automatic optical pyromete)
Pyrometer Instrument Company	 ++^^
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TA BLE 4
ENTATION SUMMARY
Serial No. Range Nominal accuracy
amomete r with - - - 0. 1 m1bf to 1. 5 lbf t 1. 0% at 10 ITZlbf
VDT and Datronic
---NB6A41 
Liometer V6805523001 0.25%
6802-38657 0.0008 - 0.008 g/sec 1. 0%
6802-3856 0. 0045 - 0. 048 g/ sec 1. 0%
6802-38659/1 0.0025 - 0.025 g/sec 1.0%
6802-38659/2
6802-38658/2 0.010 - 0. 116 g/sec 1.0%
6802- 3 86 56/ 1
3232 0. 1%
3232 0.5%
H13395 0 - 100 psia 0. 2%
H15613R 0 - 50 psis 0. 1%
H16584
thermometer 1574C 0 - 100°C 0. 1%
i
15054 1 µ to atmospheres f5%
.point potentiometer 66B/5545 0 - 1200°C f20C
uple s
^yrometer, A107 1450 - 5800°F 0.5%
n.y
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in the same thrust direction, are shown on the dynamometer in fig. 7. Three
units fire at one time. To measure the thrust of an individual unit, the other
two are stilled.
Flow. — The flow measurement was significantly improved over that
usedinMe development testing (ref. 1). Two 25-cm flow meters in series
were used (see table 4) as compared to a single 15-cm rotameter. These
were calibrated at design pressure rather than by using the rotameter correc-
tion formula supplied by the manufacturer:
T P,
.	 _	 c	 1
m mi V Ti Fc
where
m = mass flow, T = gas temperature, P = pressure, and subscript "i"
refers to "indicated" values and subscript "c" to "calibration" values. The
formula supplied by the rotameter manufacturer can cause serious flow
rate errors in the laminar-flow regime.
Temperature. — Two thermocouples are t,"ed to measure the temperature
of the forward part of the engine pressure case (Part No. -2) and insulation
cover (Part No. -8). These are used to estimate the thermal losses and to
compare with the previous performance test data.
Cell pressure. — A gaseous conduction-type (Magnevac) gage is used to
measure test cell pressure. In the continuing life test, a secondary McLeod
gage comparator is being installed as a check. This redundant measurement
capacity will provide more accurate data to define delivered specific impulse
variation with cell pressure.
Measurement schedule. — The 720-hour cyclic life test was run contin-
uously. The data shown in table 4 were taken manually once daily (excepting
Saturdays and Sundays), with the notable exception of thrusts. Thrust meas-
urements were taken once on 'Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. These
thrust data were taken by means of turning off all other thrustors. The rea-
son for this procedure is to achieve minimum cell pressure, the importance
of which is discussed later. Concurrent with each thrust measurement all
the associated data, such as propellant mass flow, voltage, and current,
were taken.
All thrustors were cycled on a 50% duty cycle, that is, 1800 sec on and
1800 sec off. The minimum performance data were taken relative to the last
400 sec of the "on" part of the cycle.
Calibrations
Instrument calibrations evidenced traceability of the performance of the
end item to national standards. Calibration intervals have been established by
the Marquardt Test Instrumentation Organization on the basis of stability,
purpose, and degree of usage which were observed. Supplementing this, all
(1)
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Figure 7 Six 10-mlbf Resistojots Mounted on the Dynamometer
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instruments were calibrated before the endurance test. In the event of any
shutdown caused by an instrumentation failure, the repaired instruments
were calibrated.
Thrust stand, -- A remote calibrator was used so that weights could be
remotely added to or removed from the dynamometer. Such a calibration
procedure was conducted immediately before each major start-up and at the
final shutdown. Fig. 8 shows a typical calibration curve. This calibration
was made while the test cell was at vacuum conditions. The normal time of
calibration was any day thrust data were recorded at the conclusion of thr+ist
measurements.
Documentation. — All instrumentation calibrations were documented in an
instrumentation log which also contains make, model, serial number, func-
tional use, range, and accuracy for teach instrument used in the life test.
Table 4 contains this information.
The dynamometer calibration log is shown in table 5. It contains the
(1) date and time of day (local standard) of calibration, (2) the reading
recorded for each calibration, and (3) the calibration weights used.
The variation in recorder scale reading (table 5) at a particular calibra-
tion mass is caused by changes in the dynamometer temperature and the
varying condition of the mercury pool surfaces. These changes occur over
long periods of time compared to the interval of a few minutes between thrust
measurements and dynomometer calibration. The effect on accuracy, there-
fore, is small.
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DYNAMOMETE.R CAIABRATION LOG
Remote calibrator mass (grams)
Recorder scale readings
0 2.41 'I.60 4.77 7. 32
Date
4-2-68 1100 6. 8 39. 2 66, 8 94.
4-3-68 1711 9. 2 42.8 55. 5 71. 7 99.6
4-5-68 1245 8.6 41.4 56. 8 71.4 loo. 2
4-8-68 1240 10, 1 43. 5 59. 3 73.4 101. 4
4-15-68 900 9. 1 42. 1 55. 9 70, 2 97.6
4-17-68 1615 1 1. 0 40. 8 53. 8 67. 0 94. 2
-1-19-68 1800 --- 41.6 56. 7 70. 5 95. 7
4-24-68 1630 20. 5 43, 5 55. 0 67.6 101,1. 5
4-26-08 1653 11.9 45. 1 60.3 75.0 101.9
,1-29-68 1610 11.8 45.3 60.4 75.2 1 J2. 6
5-1-68 1430 11. 5 45.0 60. 8 7 -:. 6 104. 3
5-3-68 1413 11.9 46.0 60.9 75.9 105.0
5-6-68 1225 12.4 46.3 61.3 76.3 105.3
5-9-68 1600 12. 8 46.6 61.7 76. 5 104, 9
5-17-68 1402 12.9 46.9 61,. 5 76.4 103. 5
5-20-68 1230 12.9 46.7 61.6 76.4 104.2
5-22-68 1420 13.0 46.6 61. 5 76.4 104.9
5-24-68 1446 13, 0 46.8 61. 8 76. 5 104. 5
5-27-68 1300 12.9 46.7 61. 7 76.7 105, 5
1#1
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LIFE TEST FLAN
Conditions
Fig. 9 summarizes the planned specific impulse schedule with time.
The specific impulse of the ammonia engines was to be increased in steps to
320 sec. In like manner, the hydrogen engines were to be moved up to 720
sec. This was to give some preliminary indication of the effect of specific
impulse on thrustor life.
The thrustor Set A consisted of units S-2 (H 2 ), S-4 (NH3 ), and S-6 (NH3),f.
and Set B of units S-1 (H2 ), S-3 (NH 3 ), and S-5 (NH 3 ), Sets A and B were
alternately fired on a half-hour oasis.
The test chamber conditions were to be minimum cell pressure but no
greater than 1000 µ m Hand a wall, chamber temperature between 294 and
3160K. During thrust reasurement the cell pressure was expected to be
12 µ m Hg. The propellant was to be supplied to the thrustor as a gas at
ambient tempera. ure.
Endurance Time Accrual
Endurance time was accrued when single thrustor measurements ind,, R.
ated that the thrustor operated within the following tolerances of "refer{:,;)c :,F
conditions. The "reference" operating conditions were established from per-
formance tests at a thrust of 10 mlbf prior to the endurance running at the
specific impulse level under test. (See section on life-test unit calibration. )
Further, it was necessary that between thrust measurements no data ob3erved
on the remaining variables fell outside the tolerances given in table 6.
If the cell pressure :luring a thrust measurement was higher than that of
the reference calibration, then the cell pressure correction to thrust was to
be applied.
"	 Restrictions and Allowances
During the course of the endurance tests, the following applied:
(1) A failure was considered to have occurred if, during the test,
maintenance, repairs, or adjustments to the thrustor itself were required.
(2) If during the testing of a thrustor the thrustor performance failed
to meet that specified, it was at the descretion of the Contracting Officer's
Technical Representative as to whether testing should continue on that
thrustor.
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RF.'VERENC E OPERATING CONDITIONS
(1) Input power:
(2) Nlas s fIow:
(3) 1 hrustor supply pressure:
(4) Vacuum tank p; essure:
(5) Thrust:
(6) Specific impulse:
$3
t4ut,
f'IJ O
less than 1000 I-1 m 11
t70
f CJ (J/' 0
(3) Stops and starts were permitted to repair facility or instrumenta-
tion failures, to provide propellant storage resupply, to maintain equipment,
or to conduct the test economically,
(4) System adjustments were logged when made. These adjustments
specifically include propellant system supply pressure and electric voltage
levels,
Thrustor Life Definition
Total thrustor life was defined as:
(1) The time required to reduce the assembled heater weight or
individual element thickness to 90%n of its initial fabricated measurement,
(2) The actual or estimated time before either the input power, thrust,
or specific ', npulse could not be maintained to within the following percen-
tage of their r- Terence values less the tolerance of the measurement:
(A) input electric power — +3%, (B) thrust — f7%, and (C) specific impulse —
f8 %,
27
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LIFE TEST
Design Verification Unit Recalibration
The B-2 thrustor was retested during March 1968 to serve as a compari-
son between the development and the life-test facility instrumentation. It was
tested from zero to full electric power on both NH 3 and H2 . The primary dif-
ference occurred in mass flow metering (See the section on measurement).
After this correction was al,,.'.ied to the original data, the remaining
differences were small. Any remaining differences are believed to be the
result of changes in cell pressure caused by a slow deterioration in vacuum
system performance. These cell pressure effects can manifest themselves
in thrust, mass flow, and temperature distribution changes as is discussed.
Ammonia. --- Fig. 10 shows the specific impulse versus gas temperature
as predicted in ref. 1. Also shown is the gas temperature determined on the
basis of an energy balance. These arc compared with wall temperature
measurements made on the rear of the outer heating element (Part No. 3) by
means of a pyrometer. The latter was sighted through the inner case stem
(Part No. 23). These comparisons show that at the 320 sec measured specific
impulse condition that the wall to gas temperature difference is approximately
300 0K. Note further that the inferred gas temperature is higher by approxi-
mately 150 0 K than that predicted. This difference, as will be discussed in the
section to follow, is caused by an unknown cell pressure effect on a viscous
nozzle. It is interesting to note that, at intermediate temperatures, the
performance is substantially better than that predicted. This is believed to be
caused by the uncertainty of temperature values found from enthalpy measure-
ment and gas property data in the regioa of ammonia dissociation. The exact
state of the gas is not accurately known. These data indicate that the space
performance (Isp) will be about 360 sec staying witidn the temperature
limitation of 24000K.
The power distribution as a function of measured specific impulse level
is summarized in fig. 11. The definitions of the performance parameters are
given in Appendix A. The total power represents the sum of the initial power
in the propellant gas and the applies' lectric power. Note that the 'losses can
be measurably reduced by the additlun of more thermal insulation. These
losses represent the performance of a single thrustor. They do not include
the reduction in losses that would be brought about by the additional thermal
insulation as in a multiple thrustor module. The thermal insulation is the
same for the NH 3 as for the H2 data presented. These data are for constant
supply pressure operation at 44 psia. The thrust level at cold flow (zero
electric power) is 7. 1 g and at design (320 sec) is 4. 6 g (10 mlbf).
At a specific impulse of 320 sec, the efficiencies which correspond to the
power performance above are as shown in fig. 12. The ',eater efficiency is
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approximately 80 %n and the nozzle efficiency,—.53% giving an overall efficiency
of about 42%. Better insulatio ,', could improve the heater efficiency to 95%.
This, with the same nozzle performance, would produce an overall efficiency
of approximately 50%. Electric power efficiency is a parameter often used in
electric propulsion. However, since it does not take into account the power
inthe gas before it enters the resistojet, this parameter becomes infinite at
zero electric power. (See Appendix A. ) In effect, it is not a true efficiency.
Fig. 13 summarizes the temperature distribution through the thrustor
while operating on NH3. Note that the exterior envelope is relatively uniform
at approximately 50001,,.
Hydrogen. — The corresponding performance of the B-2 thrustor on H2
is summarized in the following figures. Fig. 14 shows the temperature
comparison with theory as a function of measured specific impulse. Note
that very small temperature differences are present from wall to gas (approx-
imately 70 1K). The deficiency in specific impulse (thrust) for the same gas
temperature is due to cell pressure effect.
This reduced specific impulse as a function of cell pressure is better
illustrated in fig. 15. A similar curve can be plotted for NH3. This effect
was briefly discussed in ref. 1. The influence of cell vacuum pressure on a
nozzle in the low Reynolds number regime is not currently understood. To
gas dynamicists it is fundamental that no influencing pressure signal will
propagate upstream in the fully expanded supersonic nozzle. Contrary to this,
several investigators (refs. 1, 4 through 7) have recently found serious cell
pressure effects both on thrust and throat performance at low Reynolds num-
ber (even at pressure ratios several orders of magnitude lower than that
required to fully expand a nozzle in invisid flow). As shown in fig. 15, the
thrust performance suddenly and dramatically improves with reduced cell
pressure. These data are currently limited t.s pressures above approxi-
mately 10 microns because of the capacity limitations of present pumping
facilities. Very large pumping stations are required to pump these low
molecular weight resistojet propellants a few orders of magnitude lower in
pressure than this. It has been suggested by several investigators recently
that cell pressures of the order of a tenth of a micron of mercury would be
adequate to develop the theoretical performance of hydrogen as representa-
tive in space. Note that the performance is constant at cell pressures of the
order of 60 microns and above for this particular H2 data. This portion of
the curve almost corresponds to the theoretical inviscid performance of a
choked throat, that is no nozzle divergent section at all. Data taken on the
life-test thrustors as a function of cell pressure show all the thrustors were
essentially operating in this region. Substantial higher specific impulses
would probably b-, attained in space. The performance uncorrected is still
attractive compared to contemporary resictojets.
The electric power summary for H2 is shown in fig. 16, and the corre-
sponding efficiencies versus measured specific impulse are shown on fig. 17.
Note that the heater efficiency of 92% and the relatively low thermal losses
compared to the NH3 case. Fig. 18 shows the temperature distribution
summary. The, envelope temperature is approximately 450 0K. This is{	 cooler than that for the NH 3 case.
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The electrical characteristics of the 10 nilbf resistojet are unique.
Fig. 19 shows tht terminal voltage - current characteristics. Shown are
radial lines from the origin representing the resistance both at design and
half that of design. Also shown are lines of constant electric power. Two
modes of thrustor operation are shown plotted: (1) a constant-thrust mode
in which the supply pressure is varied and (2) a constant-supply pressure
mode which is the chosen mode for MOR L. With an ideal gas, a constant
chamber pressure implies constant thrust. The thrustor, because of its
particular size, o perates in the turbulent regime as a cold jet and in the
laminar regime, at design. The net effect is to cause the thrustor charac-
teristic to be multiple-valued with respect to design current.
For the constant- supply-pressure operating rr;ode, the current limiter
can not be set at design current, for the thrustor will stop at the first stable
operating point, namely, at half resistance of 0. 075 ohms. The current
limiter must be set above the peak current to avoid this ''hang -Lip. '' A
limiter set at 50A for H ` has been found safe in life-test operation.
Life-Test Unit Calibration
The life-test thrustors and the B-2 (DVT) thrus"tor were individually
calibrated on NH 3 and/or H2 as shown in table 7. These reference cali-
brations are shown in figs. 20 and 21 in terms of the parameters needed to
evaluate endurance time accrual as given in table 6. Due to the difference in
nozzle throat diameters there is a thrust level variation of from 4 to 5 g
between the smallest and largest thrustors, based on TJH 3 at 320 sec.
Figs. 22 and 23 compare resistance and normalized power requirements per
unit mass flow versus specific impulse, for ammonia and hydrogen,
respectively.
TABLE 7
THRUSTOR REFERENCE CALIBRATIONS
Thrustor Assignment Calibration
S-1 H2 H2, NH3
S-2 H2 H2
S-3 NH3 NH3
S-4 NH3 NH3
S-5 NH3 NH3, H2
s_6 NH NH3
73-2 (DVT) Si	 ;A r H21 NH3
► .r.nexA'wr:..—c+..h'ry 	 +ww"'K1•4r
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Since the life of the thrustors is much greater than the 720-hour period
of the test reported here, little can be said about life-governing; mechanisms,
performance changes with time, and the other purposes of the test. These
things must await the results of the extended test, covering an additional
period of 7200 h-mrs under Contract No. NAS ► -8090.
The life-test data are completely presented in the tables in Appendix B.
All thrustors completed the 720-hour period successfully under the con-
ditions of the test plan, with one deviation. The H ? engines were operated
at the same wall temperature as the NH 3 units instead of the specific impulse
value. as prescribed by fig. 9. Temperature was verified both by pyrometer
measurements of the outer heater element wall (Part No. 3) and by the
operational terminal resistance values. The defect in specific impulse is
attributed to cell pressure effect. This does not explain a further decrement
in performance of the S- 1 thrustor below what would be accounted for by cell
pressure. A slight leak from the thrustor system could account for the set
of symptoms observed. Such a leak might not have appeared until the thrustor
had experienced high temperature operation.
The NH3 thrustors met the specific impulse objectives of the pest on a
measured basis.	 This means that, in terms of space specific impulse per-
formance, the NH 3 units were subjected to and passed a much more severe
test than planned,
	
It is believed that a measured specific impulse value of
320 sec corresponds to at least 360 sec in space.	 Again,	 this has yet to be
verified.
Thermal Expansion Compensator Performance
A phenomenon was observed on a small number of the starts on the H2
units, which is believed to be the short circuiting of the inner to the outer
element. The effect was evidenced by the thrustor operating in the current
control mode. For example, the voltage and current would be, say, 3. 5 V
and 53 A and then change to 5.6 V and 41 A, near design values. With a cur-
rent limiting power controller, this posed no serious problem. The power
input during this condition was approximately 80% of design. Tais condition
could last from seconds to minutes. With the fault clearing, the unit would
quickly proceed to design power. The thrustors always produced at least
design thrust during the whole propellant on-period. The only disadvantages
to this operation were slightly greater mass flow during the fault and possibly
a reduction in Hie ultimately.
The problem is believed caused by the fact that these H2 units had the
lowest bellows' spring rates of the set i5 combination with the highest pro-
pellant supply pressure, that is, 50 psia compared to 44 psia for NH3,
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(See table 8 for the bellows summary. ) The purpose of the bellows is to
allow axial differential thermal expansion (ref. 1) b ,,it still provide a spring'
force nulling the pressure-area force. Ate unbal4nc; in force causes creep
of the inner element.
Three recommendations to eliminate this phenomenon are (1) to increase
the i.d. of the inner heating assembly from 0.031 in. to 0. 041 in., which
raises the section modulus substantially, hence, column strength, (2) to
increase the minimum annulus clearance between the heater parts
(Part Nos. 3 and 4) from 0.012 in. to 0.022 in., and (3) to increase quality
control on the bellows (Part No. 20) by checking the extension under design
pressure in addition to separately verifying that the spring rate is within
tolerance.
Perr')rmance Change with Time
No direct measurements of sublimation can be made till test termination.
The two indirect measurements of cold resistance and throat size however
are useful in making some inferences.
Terminal resistance. — Table 9 summarizes (cold) resistances made
after some duration running on May 10, 1968 during a facility shut down for
vacuum station repairs.
TABLE 
BELLOWS CHARACTERISTICS
Thrustor
Spring rate
Obf/ in.
S-1 112
S-2 110
S-3 117
S-4 117
S-5 112
S-6 114
Nominal effective area 0. 030 in. 2 (0. 194 cm2)
Nominal spring rate 120 lbf/in. (2. 10 x 104 N/m)
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TABLE 9
TERMINA l.. RESISTANCE
Start First measurement
Resistance Elapsed time Resistance
Thrustor (0) (hours) (0)
S-1 0.034 688 0. 05 14''`
S-2 0.034 458 0. 0235''`
S-3 0. 0338 "758 0. 0331
S-4 0. 0339 770 0. 0332
S-5 0. 0361 761 0. 0649"
S-6 0.0364 774 0. 0332
*See discussion.
The resistances of three of the units S-3, S-4, and S-6 showed no change.
The H 2 unito S-1, S-2, because of the aforementioned difficulties appe;.red to
have changed. Thrustor S- 1 increased resistance, and S -2 was in the short
mode (cold). "These units have been run substantially since. The operating
characteristics of S- 1 and S -5 do nW'. --em to reflect such a change, so these
later resistance data values are of low conT-dence.t
Throat size. — Cold-flow measurements are taken as a means of checking
the effective area of the throat, nozzle performance, and leakage. 'T'able 10
compares the mass flow, thrust, and specific impui se at the test beginning
on March 28, 1968 and later r)i-t May 10, 1968. Thm stors S-1, S-3, and S-4
compared closely in both mass flow and cold thrust, indicating no change
in throat size or cold flow performance. Thrustors s-5 and S-6 compared
reabonably well (4%) before and aAer in specific impulse.
The throat would appear to have closed down on S-5 and open on S-6
even though the temperatures were comparable. These data may be explain-
able by the fact that difficulty has been experienced in the past with back-
streaming ring-jet booster oil depositing in the nozzle after a short unfired
period in the cell. This has been verified by running a properly sized drill
blank through the throat and immediately repeating the cold flow check. This
technique was not done for any of the data of table 10.
The behavior of S-2 is unexplainable till it is ultimately sectioned in
post-tent analysis.
tLater extended test measurements agree with the start resistances.
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TABLE 10
-OLD-FLOW MEASUREMENTS
'rhrustor
(gas)
Elapsed ti;,%ie
01)
Mass flow
(g /sec)
Thrust
(g)
Specific impulse
(sec)
S_ I	 (H 2 ) 0 0.0271 6.41 237
667.8 0.0263 6.34 241
S- 2 (H 2 ) 0 0. 0265 6.33 227
455 0.0126t 2.79 221
S- 3 (NH 3) _0 0. 0540 5.66 105
759.4 0.0547 5.82 106.4
S-4 (NH3) 0 0.0722 7.54 104
776.4 0.0724 7.54 104.1
S- 5 (NH3) 4(0 0.0618 6.39 103
760.8 0.0515 5.46 106
S-6 (NH 3 ) 0 0.0557 5.99 108
774.2 0.0635 6.58 103.7
Not previously fired.
t Later extended test measurements discovered this effort to be caused
by a partially clogged propellant line in the dynamometer propellant
array.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The life-test thrustors were the first of this type built in any quantity.
In spite of the fact that they were hand built in an experimental model shop,
without the advantage of carefully developed tooling or the quality control
procedures such as tilat in force on the production of BA-D thrustors
(Marquardt Apollo), the test was successful in establishing feasibility.
Quality control and assurance, during production though, can give closer
thrust level reproducibility.
The 720-hour life test, which culmit ►at^s for this contract the resistojet
development effort, has demonstrated that high performance (— 2400oK)
resistojets built of rhenium are feasible for hydrogen and ammonia
propellants.
All six thrustors completed the test according to the plan with mi',.ar
deviations. The test duration was insufficient to evaluate the life, iife-
governing mechanisms, cycling effect, or performance changes with time.
These tests, fortunately, have been extended and are in process at the time
of this report to answer these test objectives.
Electrical shorts can occasionally occur up to minutes on some thrustors
during starting -ut do not appear to result in permanent damage or interrupt
its thrust function. With minor dimensional changes and additional quality
assurance during fabrication, this phenomenon can be eliminated.
At least half the thrustors had extremely stable electrical characteristics
and throat dimensions over the period of the test.
The specific impulse values associated with these tests are extremely
conservative because of inadequate cell pressure to demonstrate space per-
formance. To verify this, it is recommended that these units should be
tested in a vacuum of less than 0. 1 4m Hg,
The thrust variation between thrustors shows that improved quality con-
trol is required in throe J sizing. Optical comparison of nozzle throats and
cold flow thrust measurements prior to assembly are recommended.
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS OF PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Specific impulse, Isp, sec
Isp A FM
where
F = measured thrust by dynamometer, g f (a)
m	 =	 propellant mass flow, g/sec (b)
Flectric power to terminals, Pe , W
Pe	Et x It
Et	=	 electric voltage difference between thrustor
terminals, V (c)
It	=	 electric current passing between
terminals, A (d)
Supply pressure, p s , atmospheres
P 	 =	 propellant pre p. are measured at a teefitting at entrance to thrustor. (e)
NOTZ:	 Chamber pressure is not directly measured
but is inferred from nozzle throat continuity
calculations.
Efficiency — electricpower overall, il O''`
F x I
s '
T1 0	 20.8 Pe
Efficiency — total power overall, 71 0
F x I
sp
'^0	 20.8 (Pe + Pi)
cl>	 '1
(2)
(3)
(4)
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(7)
(8)
(9)
P 
j
I? + P.
e	 1
F x I
TI N
20. 8 P.
J
TI
N I H
Nozzle efficiency, q N
or
Initial power 
in 
gas, P it W	 •
	
P.	 ri -i h G. 186)
1
	h 	 cr► thalpy of an ideal gas above absolute
zero, 0K, cal/g (as documented in JANAF
Therrnonuclear tables, The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, Michigan) 	 M
Power in the jet, Pi t W
	
P.	 P 4- P. - P
V	 1	 1
P w heat lost from the thruster prior to the
exh,,iust jet, W	 W
NOTE: Ameans ''d^ -:--.,ition''
Heater efficienc y,
 " fI
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APPENDIX B
The tableLp B-I through B-6 contain the life-test data summary obtained
during the 720-hour test period for thrustors S-1 through S-6,	 respectively.
All values shown are measured from test instriiinentation, with the exception
of specific impulses (measured) which was obtained from the thrust and pro-
pellant flow rate.
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LIFE -TF,s ,1' DATA SUMMARY -- S-1 HYDROGEN 'TF-1RU S`l'OR
Point
Accrued
time
(hours)
Terminal
voltage
(V)
Teri'ninal
current
(A)
Electric
power
(W)
Terminal
resistance
W)
Thrust
(9f)
1017''` --- 0 0 0 --- 6.41
1018''` --- 1.650 34.0 56.7 0.0485 6.41
1019 1", --- 2.770 39.6 109.7 0.0699 6. 12
1020'` --- 4.069 41.9 170.5 0.0971 5.44
1021''` --- 5.149 41.7 21.4.7 0.1235 4,71
1022 1'` --- 6. 089 42.7 260,0 0.1426 4.27
1023 t --- 0 0 0 --- 6,52
1024 t --- 3.094 30.2 93.4 0.1025 5.64
1025t --- 5.074 35.2 178.6 0, 1441 4.58
1026 15.0 5.619 41.9 235.4 0, 1341 ---
1027 34, b 5.649 42. 1 237. 8 0. 1 342 4,56
1028 50.4 5.629 41, 9 235. 9 0. 1343 ---
1029 58.4 5.299 41.9 222,0 0, 1265 ---
1030 73.8 5. 327 42. 3 225. 3 0, 1259 4.81
1031 117.4 5. 239 41.9 219, 5 0. 1250 ---
1032 134.6 5.299 41, 9 222.0 0, 1265 4.50
1033 159.6 5.519 41.9 231.2 0.	 1.317 ---
1034 176.8 5, 495 42.0 230. 8 0. 1308 4.53
1036 209.8 5. 459 41.9 228. 7 0, 1303 5.12
1.037 283.8 5, 579 41.9 233. 8 0. 1332 ---
1038 298.6 5, 569 42.3 235.6 0. 1.317 ---
1039 324.4 5, 569 41.9 233. 3 0, 1329 5.46
1040 342.0 5. 599 42.1 235, 7 0. 1330 ---
1041 365.2 5. 452 41.9 228.4 0. 1301 4.52
1042 434.6 5. 559 40.5 225. 1 0. 1373 4,52
1043 458.4 5, 599 40.6 227. 3 0. 1379 ---
1044 479.4 5.620 40.5 227.6 0.1388 4.54
1045 481:6 5.605 40.5 227.0 0, 1384 4.54
1046 503.8 5.653 39.5 223.3 0. 1431 ---
'"Calibration,	 H2/ t Calibration,	 NH3
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TABLE B-1 (Continued)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY -- S-1 HYDROGEN THRUSTOR
Mass flow
(K/sec)
I
sp
(sec)
237
Supply
pressure
(I.)sia)
Propellant
temperature
(°C)
Test
ell pressure
(µ m H )
Temperature (0C)
Case
_
Cover Mount
0. 0271 50.00 24.65 235 22 23 26
0.0217 295 50.00 25, 15 70 70 32 27
0.0174 352 50.00 25. 37 42 120 48 30
0.0132 412 50.00 25.60 17 202 69 34
0.0102 460 50.00 26.24 6. 1 365 100 39
0.0087 493 50.00 26.69 4.0 926 168 44
0.0628 104 44.00 25. 97 64 34 51 46
0.0287 197 44.00 25, 53 4. 3 327 86 39
0.0147 312 44.00 25.28 1, 3 1020 201 46
0.0094 --- 50.00 24.98 70 566 151 63
0.0094 485 50.00 25.81 13 593 152 66
0.0094 --- 50.00 25.20 88 590 151 64
0.0102 --- 50, 30 25. 70 88 415 140 60
0.0101 477 50.60 2.04 13 426 143 63
0.0102 --- 50, 30 26.48 88 405 140 61
0.0101 446 50.60 25.68 8, 7 -126 142 63
0.0096 --- 50.20 26.00 74 538 156 67
0.0097 469 50, 50 26.48 10 506 147 65
0.0094 542 49.80 24.94 8.2 550 170 73
0.0094 --- 50.30 23.91 74 561 152 63
0.0092 --- 50.20 23.95 75 559 155 65
0.0094 584 50.40 25.00 8,8 579 110 70
0.0094 --- 50. 18 23.60 77 6u2 160 68
0.0092 490 50.00 23. 76 11 537 138 53
0.0091 500 50.00 25.41 7. 5 624 149 64
0.0093 --- 50.00 26.20 74 583 158 68
0.0091 502 50,00 24.96 70 592 154 66
0.0091 499 50.00 25. 02 8.2 590 158 67
0.0094 --- 50.00 24. 90 67 550 158 72
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TABLE' B-1 (Continued)
1,,II'E- ,rES ,r DATA SUMMARY - S-1 HYDROGEN THRUSTOR
Point
Accrued
t i 11-le
(hours)
rcri-ninal
voltage
(V)
Terminal
current
(A)
Electric
powvr
(W)
Terminal
resistance IT	 Est
(hr)
1047 524.2 5.629 40.5 228.0 0. 1390 4.55
1048 593.4 5.579 40.8 231, 7 0. 1392 4,51
1049 620.8 5,639 40.8 230, 1 0. 1.382 ---
1050 644.6 5.602 40.7 228.0 0, 1376 4.54
1051 663.2 5.591 40,4 225.9 0. 1384 ---
1052 665.6 5.689 .39. 9 227.0 0, 1426 4.52
1053 666.0 5.571 40.2 224.0 0, 1386 4.74
1054 666.6 5, 669 40.3 228, 5 0, 1407 4.69
1055 667.2 5, 744 41.0 215.5 0. 1.401 4.68
!056 667.8 0 0 0 --- 6.34
1057 689.0 5, 758 41.0 236.7 0.1401 ---
1058 709.6 5. 725 40.4 231.3 0, 1417 4.45
1059 780.0 /5, 53 9 41.3 233, 7 0. 1370 4,45
60
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TABLE B-1 (Concluded)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY - S-1 HYDROGEN 'CHR USTOR
^! l-
Mass flaw
(
g/ ec) 1 sp
(sec)
Supply
pressure
(psis)
Propellant
temperature
(°C)
Test
c ell pressure-
(µ m 1-iq)
'T'emperature (oC)
%me Cover Mount
0.0092 494 49.98 24.95 8,6 569 153 66
0.0090 500 so, 00 24.83 8.4 6 05 162 71
0.0093 --- 50, 00 24, 37 67 600 159 70
0.0089 509 50.00 24.18 9.2 610 155 72
0.0094 --- 49,99 24.10 70 534 158 72
0.0092 491 50.00 24.04 10.3 562 124 53
0.0093 508 49.99 24.06 69 532 118 50
0.0091 514 50.00 24.10 65 585 115 48
0.0090 519 50.02 24.25 63 604 113 45
0,0263 241 50.00 24.59 280 24 24 24
0.0092 --- 49.90 25.19 68 672 164 67
0.0094 473 49.90 25,25 6, 8 619 157 62
0.0094 474 49.80 25.32 7, 5 647 161 65
TABLE B-Z
1,I1°I-4-TEST DATA SUMMARY -- 5-2 HYDROGEN THRUSTOR
Accrtied	 Tol-111in 'M 	 Termitial	 Elvctric	 Terminal
t i III (.t	 v(.1tage	 cti r i, ent	 v r	 resistance	 III r ii s t
Point	 ()I mi r s)	 (V)	 (A)	 (W)	 in)	 (gf)
2001''` --- 0 0 0 --- 6.	 3
2002" 0 0 0 --- 4.2h
2003 1 0 0 0 --- 6.00
2004 t --- 3. too 40.5 125.6 0,0765 6. 17
2005 1 --- 4.070 42.5 173, 0 0.0960 5.64
2006 1 --- 5.415 42.5 230, 0 0.1275 4.62
20071 --- 6, 100 43, 7 266.6 0, 1395 4.41
2008 7.9 5, 579 40.7 227. 1 0. 1371 4.66
2009 16.4 5.449 39. 9 217.4 0,	 1.366
2010 35. 2 5, 390 40.8 219, 9 0,	 13211 4,91
2011 54.4 5. 422 40.8 221.2 0. 1329 ---
2012 62.0 5.408 39. 6 214.2 0. 1366 4.59
2013 67.6 5. 399 39.6 213, 8 0. 1363 ---
2014 83.2 5. 397 39,6 213. 7 0. 1363 ---
20,15 109.0 5.402 .39. 9 2 t 5. 5 0,	 1.354 5.18
2016 126.6 5 39. 9 217.0 0.	 1,36 3 - - -
2017 148.8 5, 589 40.0 223.6 0. 1397 4.48
2018 220.6 1. 599 -1 39.9 223.4 0, 1403 4,14
2019 A241r. 6 5.619 38.9 218. 7 0. 1444 - - -
2020 267.0 5.603 39.0 218, 5 0. 1437 4.04
2021 289.4 5.585 39.3 219, 5 0. 1421 ---
2022 311.4 5.604 39.1 219. 1 0. 1433 4.07
2023 382.0 5,537 39.1 216. 5 0. 14 1 6 4.02
2024 408.8 5.599 38.2 213. 9 0, 1466 - - -
2025 432.4 5.619 39.0 219. 1 0, 1441 3.96
2026 452.6 5.583 39.0 217, 7 0. 1432 ---
2027 453.8 5.695 39.4 224.4 0, 1445 3.96
2028 454.2 5.707 39.5 225.4 0. 1445 3.86
2029 455.0 0 0 0 --- 2.79
*Cold flow measurement / tCalibration, H2
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TABLE B-2 (Continued)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY -- S-2 HYDROGEN THRUSTOR
Mass flow
(K/sec)
I
sp
(sec)
Supply
pressure
(psis)
Propellant
temperature
("C)
'rest
cell pressure
m H8 )
Temperature I0 C)
---
Case Cover Mount
0.0275 230 50.00 26.21 240 18 18 18
--- --- 35.00 25.14 52 18 18 18
0.0265 227 50.00 25. 10 270 30 44 36
0.0174 354 49.90 24.76 59 143 60 36
0.0140 404 50.00 24.63 29 215 76 36
0.0096 479 50.00 24.47 11 482 123 40
0.0085 519 50.00 24.60 6.8 916 183 44
0.0089 524 50.00 25.04 7.8 638 158 72
0.0087 - - - 50. 30 25.91 72 662 152 69
0.0096 511 50.70 24.78 8.6 494 140 70
0.0092 --- 50. 75 24.67 74 524 145 70
0.0083 556 49.88 24.65 6.8 667 125 78
0.0084 --- 50.50 23.67 69 588 144 68
0.0082 --- 50.30 23.85 70 65'i 153 70
0.0078 662 50.25 25.10 7.8 681 155 71
0.0078 - - - 50.32 23.90 67 754 158 73
0.0078 578 50.10 23.37 6.8 770 156 68
0.0071 583 50. 30 25.40 6, 1 891 177 72
0.0070 --- 50. 18 26.20 67 922 181 73
0.0070 575 50.15 25.02 6.4 795 123 70
0.0070 --- 50.18 25.15 67 925 179 78
0.0071 570 50.16 24.84 6.1 917 180 75
0.0070 574 50.35 24.64 6.4 F99 178 74
0.0069 --- 50.19 24.56 67 878 179 75
0.0069 578 50.20 24.15 6.8 810 185 72
0.0068 --- 50. 18 23,98 67 869 185 75
0.0068 586 50,40 24.34 7. 5 28 175 45
0.0068 570 50.40 24, 12 93 948 `	 161 45
0.0126 221 50.'00 24.56 26 23 23 23
A
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TABLE B-2 (Continued)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY -- S-2 HYDROGEN THRUSTOR
Point
Accrued
time
(hours)
Terminal
voltage
(V)
Terminal
current
(A)
Electric
power
(W)
Terminal
resistance
0
'Thrust
(gf)
2030 476.8 5.52i 38.8 214.2 0.1423 ---
2031 497.6 5.415 37.9 205.2 0.1429 3. 9,
2032 568.4 5.390 38.4 207.0 0.1404 3.89
2033 591.4 5.465 38.1 208.2 0. 1434 ---
2034 617.0 5.460 38.1 208.0 0. 1433 3.84
2035 637.8 5.533 38.2 211.4 0. 1448 ---
2036 662.8 5.545 38.1 211.3 0.1455 3.69
2037 734.6 5.523 38.0 209.9 0.1453 3.60
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TABLE B-2 (Concluded)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY — S-2 HYDROGEN THRU:3TOR
I Supply Propellant Test Temperature (oC)Mass flow sp pressure temperature cell pressure
Case Cover Mount(g/sec) (sec) (psis) (oC) (µ m Hg )
0.0074 --- 50.08 25.31 60 758 179 75
0.0073 545 50.08 25.31 4.0 700 162 72
0.0073 535 50.15 25.21 5.3 751 174 73
0.0071 - - - 49.99 25.12 72 789 184 74
0.0072 533 50.00 25.32 8.2 --- 180 74
0.0070 --- 50.18 25.88 67 500* 200 77
0.0067 549 50.00 25.53 8.2 563* 239 77
0.0065 550 50.25 25.90 5.7 611* 216 75
*T. C. Probably lost.
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TABLE 13-3
LIFE;-TEST DA'T'A SUMMARY -- S-3 AMMONIA THR USTOR
Paint
Accrued
time
(hours)
Terminal
voltage
(V)
Terminal
current
(A)
Electric
power
(W)
Terminal
resistance
W)
7"h rust
(gf)
3001* --- 0 0 0 --- 5, 512
3002 1., --- 0 0 0 -	 - 3.60
3003' --- 0 0 0 ^ -- 5.66
3004' --- 1.656 24.1 39.9 0.0687 5.33
3005f 3 , 103 30.4 94. 3 0.1021 4.74
30061' --- 4. 206 32.4 136.3 0, 1298 3.94
30071' --- 5. 055 34, 7 175, 3 0, 1456 3. 99
3008 8. 5 4, 169 33.1 138.0 0. 1266 4.20
3009 15.0 4, 173 33.0 137. 7	 j 0, 1215 ---
3010 32, 8 4, 180 32, 9 137, 5	 ! 0. 1271 4.52
3011 50.4 4.210 32.9 138,5 V. 1282 -..-
3012 58.6 4, 129 32, 9 135, 8 0. 1260 ---
3013 77.2 4, 174 32, 8 136, 9 0, 1773 4.24
3014 124.4 4, 199 32.9 138. 1 0, 1276 --.-
3015 145.4 4.239 32.9 139. 5 0. 1288 4.05
3016 160.0 4.299 32.9 141. 4 0.	 1.307 --..
3017 180.8 4.269 32.8 140.0 0. 1302 ---
3018 207.6 4, 241 32.4 137. 4 0. 1309 --- 
3019 231.4 4, 229 32,2 136.2 0. 1313 4.08
3020 248.8 4, 189 32.2 134.9 0. 1301 ---
3021 275.4 4.219 31.9 134.6 0, 1323 4.26
3022 282.4 4, 149 31.9 132.4 0. 1300 ---
3023 306.4 4, 199 32,1 134.8 0, 1308 4.63
3024 378.0 4, 290 31.9 136.9 0. 1345 ---
3025 392.8 4, 249 32.6 138. 5 0. 1303 ---
3026 41'8. 8 4.273 32.2 137.6 0. 1327 4.43
3027 436.4 4. 251 32.5 138,2 0, 1308 .•--
3028 461.0 4, 188 31.9 133.6 0, 1313 4.08
3029 531.2 4, 170 32.4 135.1 0, 1287 4.04
*Hydrogen cold flow measurement.
	
tCalibration,
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TABLE B-3 (Continued)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY - S-3 AMMONIA THRUSTOR
Mass flow
(g/scc)
I
sp
(sec)
Supply
pressure
(psia)
Propellant
temperature(o C)
Test
cell pressure
(µ m Hg )
erature (OCTem p
	)
Case Cover Mount
0.0237 233 50.00 26.19 400 18 18 18
--- 35.00 25.24 42 18 18 18
0.0540 105 44.00 26.99 42 31 38 36
0.0332 158 44.00 27.44 6 159 50 32
0.0211 225 44.00 27.65 45 376 94 34
0.0133 296 44.00 27.82 1.5 801 165 37
0.01.15 347 44.00 27.87 4 >1200 294 45
0.0141 298 44.00 25.13 5 724 128 66
0.0140 --- 44.00 25.26 70 728 118 63
0,0140 323 44.25 25.81 5 723 122 61
0.0139 --- 44.30 25.66 85 753 120 61
0.0141 - - - 44.20 25.92 85 700 120 60
0.0140 304 44.25 26.19 6 729 118 58
0.0139 --- 44.30 26.76 85 755 122 61
0. 013 7 296 44.35 26.48 6 793 127 61
0.0136 --- 44.15 26.23 73 827 139 67
0.0137 --- 44.14 27.47 5.5 795 132 63
0.0136 - - - 44.30 26. 59 15 798 142 132
0.0135 302 44.30 24.68 5.5 792 143 57
0,0137 --- 44. 22 24.79 14.0 780 150 60
0.0134 317 44.25 25.04 4.0 795 150 64
0.+0137 -•-- 44. 15 24.98 14. 5 722 138 64
0.0136 340 44.30 25.20 5 715 132 74
0.0137 --- 44.65 24.58 72 726 127 63
0.0138 --- 44.85 24.58 75 730 133 65
0.0136 326 44.65 25.84 5 735 128 76
0.0135 --- 44.'57 24.34 82 747 135 68
0.0138 296 44.48 24.00 5 702 125 62
0.0136 297 44.25 25.93 3. 5 706 132 66
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'I I A13LE B-3 (Continued)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMAhY — S-3 AMMONIA THRUSTOR
Point
Accrued
time
(hours)
Terminal
voltage
(V)
Terminal
current
(A)
Electric
power
(W)
Terminal
resistance
(S1)
Thrust(gd
3030 553.6 4.186 32.3 135, 2 0.1296 ---
3031 575.6 4.229 31.9 134. 9 0, 1326 4.07
3032 599.0 4.200 31.9 134.0 0. 1317
3033 622.6 4, 7.20 31.9 134.6 0, 1323 4.09
3034 689.6 4.218 32.3 136.2 0, 1306 4.09
3035 715.8 4.162 32.3 134.4 0. 1289
3036
1
757.2
1
4.199
1
32, 5
1
136.4
1
0. 1292
1	 1
4.11
13
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TABLE B-3 (Concluded)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY — S-3 AMMONIA THR USTOR
Mass flow
(g/sec)
1
sp
(sec)
Supply
pressure
(psia)
Propellant
temperature
(oC)
Test
cell pressure
(4 m H8 )
Temperature (oC)p
Case Cover Mount
0.0138 --- 44.18 26.23 72 705 130 68
0.0138 296 44.30 24.96 4 722 129 65
0.0140 --- 44. 16 25, 10 66 680 130 72
0.0138 296 44.10 24.91 4 690 124 68
0.0135 303 43.95 24.91 4 742 135 68
0.0139 --- 43. 93 24.63 66 685 128 70
0.0139 297 44.20 24.33 5 712 135 70
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TABLE 13-4
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY - S-4 AMMONIA THRUST OR
Point
Accrued
time
(hours)
Terminal
voltage
(V)
Te rminal
voltage
(A)
Electric
power
(W)
Terminal
resistance Thrust
(g£)
400 1"-' --- 0 0 0 - - - 6.47
4002 41 --- 0 0 0 --- 4.39
4003t --- 0 0 0 --- 7.54
4004t --- 1.765 25.7 45.4 0.0687 7.46
4005t --- 3.098 31.6 97.9 0.0980 7.17
4006t 4. 046 36.9 149.3 0.1096 6.46
40071 --- 5.283 37.8 199. 7 0. 1398 5.36
4008 9. 1 5.009 37.4 187.3 0. 1339 5.41
4009 15.0 4.760 38.1 181.4 0, 1249 ---
4010 37.6 4.980 37.4 186.3 0, 1332 5.90
4011 54.4 4.999 36.9 184.5 0. 1355 ---
4012 65.0 4.939 36.9 182.2 0.1338 ---
4013 82.4 4.961 36.9 183.1 0, 1344 5.64
4014 129.8 4.959 36.9 183.0 0. 1344 ---
40 1 5 150.4 4.990 36.9 184.1 0. 1352 5.13
4016 166.0 4.999 35.9 179.5 0. 1392 ---
4317 185,6 5.012 36.6 183.4 0. 1369 ---
4018 206.2 5.038 36. 3 182.9 0, 1388 --
4019 239,6 4.893 36.4 178.1 0, 1344 5.36
4020 254.8 4.923 35.6 175.6 0.1383 ---
4021 282.2 4.903 35.9 176.0 0 .1366 5.42
4022 287.0 4.870 35.9 175.2 0.1359 ---
4023 309.4 4.929 35.9 177.0 0.1373 5.42
4024 384.6 4.979 35.9 178.7 0.1387 ---
4025 401.0 4.987 35.2 175.5 0, 1417 ---
4026 426.6 4.950 35.9 177.1 0.1379 5.15
4027 444.6 4.939 35.9 177.3 0, 1376 ---
4028 467.6 4.903 35.9 176.0 0.1366 4.99
4029 539.2 4.946 36.8 182.0 0.1344 5.16
*Hydrogen cold flow measurement,	 tCalibration NH3,
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.TABLE B-4 (Continued)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY - S-4 AMMONIA THRUSTOR
Mass flow
(g/sec)
Isp
(sec)
Supply
pressure
(psia)
Propellant
temperature
(	 C)
Test
cell pressure
 m Hg)
oTemperature ( C)
Ca9C Cover Mount
0.0287 225 50.00 24.93 240 18 18 18
_-_ 35.00 24.87 53 18 18 18
0.0722 104 44.00 26.46 67 28 37 31
0.0521 143 44.00 26.16 32 121 48 30
0.0371 193 44.00 25.99 15 288 94 35
0.0287 231 44.00 25.71 8 418 1Z2 39
0.0178 301 44.00 25.42 '2, 5 887 206 49
0.0188 288 43.87 25.09 5. 7 680 13r 70
0.0214 --- 43.70 25.22 24 546 124 65
0.0189 312 44.10 25.95 6.1 659 132 61
0.0187 - - - 44.15 24.44 52 475 115 63
0.0191 --- 43.90 25.78 44 665 137 62
0.0197 286 44.08 26.12 9.3 601 128 58
0.0192 --- 44.30 26.56 28 652 132 60
0.0185 278 44.10 26.26 7.2 708 144 63
0.0189 --- 43.95 26.17 72 653 131 69
0.0179 --- 43.90 27.06 6. 1 753 146 64
0.0176 --- 44.01 25.49 15 793 160 172
0.0180 298 44.20 24.80 6. 5 682 127 78
0.0180 --- 44. 10 24.88 73 675 130 70
0.0182 298 44. 10 25.30 5, 1 711 143 63
0.0177 --- 44.00 24.87 14 704 150 67
0.0176 309 44.10 25.58 5.1 750 155 75
0.0182 --- 44.50 24.40 67 658 124 68
0.0186 --- 44.72 24.52 71 643 131 70
0.0181 285 44.50 25.90 6.1 717 138 72
0.0177 --- 44.48 24.58 67 743 143 73
0.0179 279 44.33 21.14 6.8 698 128 65
0.0182 284 44.00
1
25.87
1
4.4
1
709
1
136
1
69
1	 ----	 4
1011
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'CABLE B-4 (Continued)
LIFE-TES ,r DATA SUMMARY — S-4 AMMONIA 'rim USTOR
Point
Accrued
time
(hours)
Terminal
voltage
(V)
Terminal
volt-age
(A)
Electric
power
(W)
Terminal
resistance
,(14
Thrust
(gf)
4030 562.2 4.989 37.2 185.6 0, 1341 ---
4031 583.6 4.969 35.9 178.9 0. 1384 5.22
4032 586.0 4.929 36.9 181.9 0. 1336 ---
4033 597.2 4^834 37.4 180. 8 0. 1293 - - -
4034 630.2 4.995 35.0 174, 8 0, 1427 5,22
4035 700.6 4.900 36.6 179.3 0. 1339 5.13
4036
I
726,4 4.905 36.4
L
178.5 0, 1348 --
00
f	
I
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TABLE B-4 (Concludes!)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY - S-4 AMMONIA THR USTOR
Maaa flow
(g/aec)
Isp
(sec)
pratpsure
(psis)
1 --
Propellant
temperature
(oC)
Test
cell pressure
(µ m H 8 ►
"Temperature (°C)
Case Cover Mount
0.0187 --- 44.05 26, 19 67 675 142 73
0.0185 282 44.00 25. 10 5,4 666 132 64
0.0185 ._- 44.01) 25. 18 64 675 132
0.0193 --- 44.00 25, 31 67 625 124 78
0.0184 284 43.90 25. 33 5.4 598 12 1 72
0.0180 286 43.80 24.70 S. 1 693 139 74
0.0183 --_ 43.80 24. 73 67 658 140 75
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`CABLE B-5
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY -- S-5 AMMONIA THFUSTOR
Point
Accrued Terminal
time
I
voltage
(houre) (v)
Terminal
voltage
(A)
Electric
powe r
(W)
Terminal
resistance	 Thrust
(Q)	 (gf)
5001 4, --- 0 0 0 --- 6.02
5002 - - - 0 0 0 - - - 3.98
50031 --- 0 0 0 --- 6.39
50041 --- I . 795 25.4 45.6 0.0707 6.47
5005t _-- 3, 112 30.0 93.4 0, 1037 6.27
50061 --- 4.036 35,2 142. 1 0, 1147 5.67
50071 ___ 4,831 32.9 158.9 0. 1468 4.u8
5008* --- 0 0 0 --- 6.19
5009* --- 4.394 39.4 173. 1 0, 1115 5.28
5010A* - • - 5.984 39.2 234.6 0. 1527 4.54
5010 15.0 4,471 33.0 147, 5 0. 1355 ---
5011 31.0 4.419 33.9 149.8 0, 1304 5.65
5012 55,6 4.219 33.0 139.2 0, 1278 ---
5013 63.6 4.269 31.0 132, 3 0, 1377 ---
5014 82.8 4.234 32. 3 136. 8 0. 1311 5.45
5015 128.8 4.301 30.7 132.0 0. 1401 ---
5016 150.2 4.249 32.9 139, 8 0, 1291 5.23
5017 163.4 4.319 33.9 146.4 0, 1274 ---
5018 184.6 4.299 32.9 141.1 0. 1307 ---
5019 211.4 4.243 33. 7 143.0 0, 1259 ---
5020 237.0 4.278 33.9 145.0 0, 1262 5.26
5021 251.8 4.301 33. 5 144, 1 0, 1284 ---
5022 278.6 4.299 32.9 l 4! . 4 0. 1307 5, 32
50 283.2 4.209 32.9 138. 5 0, 1279 ---
5024 306.8 4.288 33.3 142.8 0, 1288 5.26
5025 378.8 4.329 33.9 146.8 0, 1278 ---
5026 395.0 4.332 33.3 144.3 0, 1301 ---
5027 422.6 4.378 31.9 139. 7 0. 1372 4.85
5028 438.0 4.376 31.2 136, 5 0. 1403 ---
*Hydrogen cold flow measu rement.	 t Ca lib ration NH3 .	 * Calibration H2,
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TABLE B-5 - (Continued)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY - S-5 AMMONIA THRUSTOR,
Mass flow Isp
Supply
pressure
Propellant
teiiiperature
Test
cell pressure oTemperature ( C)
Case Cover Mount(g/sec) (sec) (psia) (o C) (µ m Hg )
0.0262 230 50.00 26.07 180 18 18 18
--- --- 35.00 26.06 --- 18 18 18
U.0618 103 44.00 25.68 52 22 25 23
0.0408 159 44.00 25.95 15 136 40 22
0.0291 215 44.00 26.25 5.1 300 79 26
0.0210 270 44.00 26.70 3.1 433 111 22
0.0144 325 44.00 27.10 1.3 820 205 39
0.0246 252 50.00 22.53 155 26 35 42
0.0110 480 50.00 23.67 9.3 229 63 34
0.0082 554 50.00 24.77 4.0 784 130 34
0.0175 --- 44.10 25.32 69 537 105 63
0.0180 31,5 44.35 25.06
 6. 4 505 86 50
0.0193 --- 44. 15 25,70 88 468 100 61
0.0206 --- 44.20 1 17. 89 88 441 100 60
0.0199 274 44.25 26.33 8.1 450 100 59
0.0201 --. 44.50 26.64 88 450 95 61
0.0196 268 44.40 27.20 7.1 457 100 61
00184 --- 44.12 26.34 74 528 108 67
0.0185 - - - 44.08 28.14 6. 8 462 101 63
0.0184 --- 44. 10 26.70 15 481 105 132
0.0184 286 44.40 24.88 6.8 490 114 62
0.0178 --- 44.34 24.95 14 510 117 60
0.0183 292 44.25 25.30 5. 3 485 107 64
0.0189 --- 44.20 25.60 14.5 470 107 64
0.0181 291 44.29 25.40 5.3 493 110 73
0.0181 --- 44.75 24.65 74 483 101 63
0.0180 --- 44.68 24.61 76 488 105 65
0.0185 262 44.30 25.78 6. 8 450 102 69
0.0193 --- 44.22 24.39 77 433 105 68
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TABLE 13-5 -- (Continued)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY - S-5 AMMONIA rHRUs,rOR
Point
Accrued
time
(hours)
Terminal
voltage
M
Terminal
voltage
(A)
Electric
power
(W)
Terminal
resistance
(r)
Thrust
(gf)
5029 464.0 4.270 31.9 136.2 0. 1339 5. 16
5030 533. 2 4.401 31,9 140.4 0, 1380 4.96
5031 554.6 4, 354 32.7 142.4 0. 1331 ---
5032 574.8 4. 329 32.9 142.4 0, 1316 4.82
5033 600.0 4, 345 28.9 125.6 0. 1503 ---
5034 622.2 4, 336 29.3 127.0 0, 1480 3.95
5035 692.6 4, 358 30.1 131.2 0, 1448 3.90
5036 717.0 4.290 30.0 128.7 0. 1430 ---
5037
1
760.2
1	 -
4.319
I
29.9
I
129.1
I
0. 1444
I
3.95
I
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TABLE B-5 - (Concluded)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY -- S-5 AMMONIA THRUSTOR
Mass flow
(g/sec)
Isp
(sec)
Supplypp ypressure
(psis)
Propellant
temperatureP
(oC)
Test
cell pressureP
(µ m Hg )
oTemperature ( G)
Case Cover Mount
0.0188 274 44.10 24.19 5.3 453 102 63
0.0173 287 43.97 26.32 4.0 537 112 64
0.0175 --- 44.02 26.20 74 506 110 68
0.0173 279 43.60 24.08 4.0 510 110 66
0.0120 --- 44.21 25.17 67 878 147 72
0.0128 308 44.10 25.05 4.0 778 134 70
0.0125 313 43.90 25.10 3.7 711 135 69
0.0129 --- 43.92 24.65 67 708 137 70
0.0128 309 43.83 24.00 4.7 735 141 75
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TABLE B-6
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY - S-6 AMMONIA THRUSTOR
Point
Accrued
time
(hours)
Terminal
voltage
(V)
Terminal
voltage
(A)
Electric
power
(W)
Terminal
resistance
(0)
Thrust
(gf)
6001-:, --- 0 0 0 --- 5.42
6002 ;;; --- 0 0 0 --- 3.60
60031 - - - 0 0 0 --- 5.99
6004t - - - 1, 779 24.5 43.6 0.0726 5.76
60051 --- 3.098 30.4 94.2 0.1019 5.55
6006t --- 4.123 35.1 144.7 0. 1175 4.80
6007t --- 4.961 35.0 173,6 0. 1417 4.56
6008 15.0 4.401 34.5 151.8 0.1276 ---
6009 36. 8 4.390 34.5 151.5 0. 1272 5.02
6010 54, 8 4.307 33.9 146.0 0. 1271 ---
6011 65. 2 4.119 34.,9 143.8 0. 1180 ---
6012 83.8 4.188 33.3 139.5 0.0152 4.42
6013 130.0 4.259 32.9 140.1 0.1295 ---
6014 151.6 4.279 32.9 140.8 0. 1301 4. 24
6015 166.2 4.299 33.0 141.9 0. 1303 ---
6016 186.8 4.321 32. 5 140.4 0, 1330 ---
601,7 206.4 4.329 32.2 139.4 0.1344 ---
6018 240.4 4.369 31.9 139.4 0. 1370 4.26
6019 254.8 4.329 31.9 138.1 0. 1357 ---
6020 282.0 4.329 31.9 138.1 0.1357 4.20
6021 288.0 4.294 31.9 137.0 0. 1346 ---
6022 313.8 4.347 32.4 140.8 0. 1340 4.34
6023 385.0 4.292 32.9 141.2 0, 1305 ---
6024 401.2 4.299 31.9 137.1 0. 1348 --- 
6025 428.4 4.326 32.9 142.3 0.1315 4.17
6026 445.8 4.296 32.9 141.3 0. 1306 ---
6027 469.8 4.314 32.9 141.9 0. 1311 4.21
6028 540.2 4,349 33.3 144.8 0. 1306 4.42
'Hydrogen cold flow measurement,	 tCalibration.
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'TABLE B-6 - (Continued)
LIFE-'PEST DATA SUMMARY -- S-6 AMMONIA THRUSTOR
}
Mass flow
(8/sec)
Isp
(see)
Supply
pressure
(psia)
Propellant
temperature
(oC)
Test
cell pressure
(µ m Hg)
oTemperature ( C)
Case Cover Mount
0.0242 224 50.00 25.00 103 18 18 18
--- --- 35.00 25.00 38 18 18 18
0.0557 108 44.00 27,14 38 31 49 36
0.0366 157 44.00 27.12 8, 1 166 56 34
0.0262 212 44.00 27.08 6.8 349 89 35
0.0173 277 44.00 26.93 4.3 520 117 40
0.0142 321 44.00 26.25 3.7 1136 234 51
0.0160 --- 44.20 25.32 24 679 128 65
0.0159 317 44.40 26.14 5, 3 678 132 56
0.0160 --- 44, 30 24.52 52 643 118 63
0.0174 --- 44. 40 25.86 43 540 114 62
0.0152 291 44.50 26.32 6. 1 630 119 60
0.0147 --- 44.60 26.56 28 700 122 60
0.0143 297 44.65 26.91 6.1 747 135 63
0.0145 --- 44.23 26.35 72 733 130 69
0.0141 - - - 44.25 2 7. 82 6. 1 782 142 65
0.0137 --- 44.20 25.52 14, 5 796 154 172
0.0136 314 44,60 24.98 5. 7 800 136 69
0.0136 --- 44.52 24.99 74 800 135 70
0.0137 307 44.45 25.00 4.0 775 143 63
0.0134 --- 44.40 24.90 13.7 785 145 67
0.0138 316 44.45 25.40 4.0 795 145 74
0.0148 --- 44.90 24.58 69 703 122 68
0.0145 --- 44.83 24.78 70 758 134 70
0.0142 294 44.60 25.82 4.7 795 138 70
0.0142 --- 44, 59 24.61 67 788 140 73
0.0144 293 44.28 24.11 4.3 794 132 65
0.0151 294 44.00 26.10 3.7 743 132 69
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TABLE B-6 — (Continued)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY — S-6 ADAMONIA THRUSTOR
Point
Accrued
time
(hours)
Terminal
voltage
(V)
Terminal
voltage
(A)
Electric
power
(W)
Terminal
resistance
(0)
Thrust
(g)
6029 562.2 4.329 33.2 143.7 0.1311 ---
6030 582.6 4.329 32.9 142.4 0.1316 4.33
6031 598.0 4.723 33.9 160.1 0.1393 ---
6032 632.2 4.714 33.9 159.8 0.1391 4.45
6033 701.6 4.679 33.8 158.2 0.1384 4.36
6034 726.2 4.659 34.0 158.4 0.1370 ---
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TABLE B-6 — (Concluded)
LIFE-TEST DATA SUMMARY — S-6 AMMONIA T'HRUSTOR
Mass flow
(8/sec)
I
sp
(sec)
Supply
pressure
(psis)
Propellant
temperature
(oC)
Test
cell pressure
(µ m H 8 )
Temperature (o C)p
Case Cover Mount
0.0154 --- 44.12 26.20 67 780 138 73
0.0150 289 43.75 24.92 4.0 734 136 66
0.0143 --- 44.12 25.20 67 963 173 78
0.0144 309 43.95 25.05 4; 0 955 167 73
0.0142 307 43.70 24.71 4.0 953 171 75
0.0144 --_ 43.85 24.67 67 950 171 75
r
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